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The Compassionate Friends is a non-denominational, non profit, self-help
organization offering friendship and support to families who have experienced
the death of a child of any age. The purpose of the group is to aid each other in
our grief journeys through listening, sharing and understanding.

“If ever there is a tomorrow when we're not
together... there is something you must
always remember. You are braver than you
believe, stronger than you seem, and smarter
than you think. But the most important thing
is, even if we're apart... I'll always be with
you.”
A.A. Milne

MAKE YOUR CHILD A SQUARE FOR OUR QUILT
Bring a photo and any material from your child's clothing
that you are willing to cut up. Bring any badges, pins or
small objects that could be sewn onto the square. Jan will
have photo-transfer paper and instructions.
The unskilled are welcome!
Saturday, March 11th, 1:30-3:30pm at Jan Bryant's home:
207 - 2800 Chesterfield (1 block west of Lonsdale at 29th)
Call Jan to confirm attendance: 604-980-1084

For our April 12 meeting, please bring a small pot of
spring flowers and a framed photo of your child(ren).
These will make a beautiful display while we hold our
sharing meeting, and at the end we will each take home
flowers from someone else's child. Sharing our gifts and
welcoming spring.

North Shore TCF Meetings:
March 8, 2017
April 12, 2017
May 10, 2017
Copyright TCF North Shore, 2017

EDITORS’ NOTES

Despite the snow, 21 bereaved parents made it to our Candle Lighting Service on December 14. After lighting the
symbolic candles for Courage, Love, Growth and Hope, we each lit a candle in front of a photo of our dead and
missed child. To my surprise, everyone took the time to say a few words about their child, while holding the photo
and the candle. Why was I surprised? Because so many present were recently bereaved and somehow had the
courage to share in front of a group of strangers. Of course, in our bond as bereaved parents, we are not strange to
one another.
A special feature was the presence of Dr. Heather Mohan, one of our advisors, a music therapist and founding
director of Camp Kerry—read her words and a few about Camp Kerry on the facing page. After Heather played the
song she wrote for little Maddy, who died of cancer at age four, she suggested we could end the evening with the
singing of “This Little Light of Mine.” I had told her I thought it was too “up” for our group. But Heather said she had
led this song at many memorial services for children, and I trusted her experience. Again, I was surprised—our
group sang along with a gentle rendition from Heather’s guitar. Eyes were shining as we all faced the little lights
reflected in the glass of our children’s portraits. Our little lights!
12 attended our January meeting, with the usual range of recently bereaved and long-timers like myself. Again, I
was surprised. Surprised to be still learning more about this grief journey from the mouths of newcomers. It was
Sebastian’s dad who said he feels closer to his son when he is having a good spell, rather than when he is in the
depth of depression. Yes! Me too.
6 stalwarts had the courage to brave the storm warning to attend the Feb. 8th meeting. We lingered over the quilt
squares after the formal sharing, getting tips for the workshop at Jan’s on March 11th.
I love working on this newsletter with Leslie Gibbons! She is the one who puts it all together so beautifully. Thank
you, Leslie!!!
Cathy

My son died in the spring and I have resented the season ever since. But I’m changing my tune this year. As I watch
my garden, anxiously waiting for the first signs of new life, buds on the branches and shoots poking their heads
through the leaves blanketing the beds, I’m filled with optimism and hope.
I know that no matter what is going on in the world, no matter how my moods swing, regardless of politics, the
economy, the environment and the stock market – spring will come and there’s nothing I can do about it.
For some reason, this year, this makes me ridiculously happy. I’m not in control of it; it’s not my fault or even my duty
to make it happen. If it rains every day it has nothing to do with me. I couldn’t stop it if I tried. It’s not my
responsibility. As a woman, a parent, and a grieving mother, I’m just not used to this kind of liberation. I want to
sing.
Now those of you who know me know that this isn’t my usual spring dirge. I feel a bit like Scrooge when he finally
feels the happiness of Christmas – I feel giddy with the irrepressible new life that is coming around me. I know, too,
that all this is helped by the coming birth of a new grandchild in a few weeks.
Now, why am I writing all of this in a Compassionate Friends Newsletter?! Because I know that there is life after
death – spring after winter. I know that no matter how sad I have felt and, I suppose, will feel again, that I will
continue to live and grow and reach out to the sun for warmth. I know that Matt, who is looking at me with an
enormous smile from his photo beside my computer, would want this more than anything. He would say, “Go for it,
Mom!”
Does this mean I love him less, miss him less, grieve for him less? No. It means I accept his death as I accept the
movement of the seasons. I love him as much as I did the day he was born and I embrace spring in his name.
Leslie

This Is a Love Story
Presentation by Dr. Heather Mohan, at TCF North Shore’s Candle Lighting Ceremony
December 14, 2016
Thanks to all of you for this honour and for this opportunity to be here tonight to share in your memories, your
grief, and your love for your children.
Love stories in fairy-tales usually have “happily-ever-after endings.” But in the 20+ years that I have worked in
hospices & hospitals, in people’s homes, on retreats, in support groups and in my counselling office, I have seen
and heard all kinds of deeply moving and meaningful love stories that don’t go that way. I have sat by the
bedsides of hundreds of beautiful people who were leaving this world and I have listened to hundreds of stories of
grief and loss. In these spaces I have encountered helplessness, fear, deep despair, sorrow and anger. But I have
just as often encountered courage, transformation, strength, grace, beauty and love. I have learned that there are
mountains of sorrow we cannot change or move and we will all kneel there one day. And I have learned that
death cannot erase, negate or prevent us from continuing to give and receive love despite these mountains of
sorrow.
In 2009, my 56-year old husband Bas, on learning that the terminal cancer we had kept at bay for 24 months had
spread further into his lungs and moved aggressively into his liver --- turned to me and said calmly, “I am willing to
surrender … but I am not defeated.” At the point in his care when the doctors said to him that there were no more
treatments available, one of my wise nursing friends said to him “Bas, it is not that there is no more treatment, it is
just that your treatment now is all about love.” And so his friends and family and caregivers did just that; we
surrounded him and loved him and held him and walked with him in gratitude and love right up to the edge of his
amazing life. And he loved us all back and cared for us in return and that great love (7 years later) continues to be
the foremost guiding force in my life today.
Death, dying, loss and grief: these are the great truths and the great equalizers of all humanity. The Pulitzer-prize
winning poet Mary Oliver says that we must be able to do three things to live well in this world: to love what is
mortal, to hold it against our bones knowing our own life depends on it, and when the time comes, to let it go ... I
love Mary Oliver’s poetry and I know that my life absolutely depends on the love I receive and the love I give, but I
am not so sure about the wisdom of letting go.
I was once working on a memory box art project with a young girl who lost her mother in a car accident. She told
me that she still talks to her mother especially late at night when she is looking up at the stars and thinks perhaps
their eyes meet. By the way, don’t I know, she states matter-of-factly, that “Angels never go away.” By this I think
she means that love never dies; that every significant love and relationship we ever lose becomes etched into our
heart and has the potential to continue to shape and influence our lives in positive ways. Once blessed we are
always blessed.
And while none of us can change the past and deliver fairy-tale endings for ourselves or for others who have lost
a loved one … what we can do is walk beside one another; stand beside one another as we find ways to
reconnect to the love that never dies, to the legacies and relationships that shape us and guide us and move us
forward to create new beginnings. Sometimes out of tragic loss can grow legacies of hope and love and meaning.
Dr.Heather Mohan, a musical therapist and grief counsellor, is a member of our advisory board. She
is founder and executive director of the Camp Kerry Society, a nonprofit organization that supports
grieving families through counselling workshops, music programs and camp retreats. You can read
about Camp Kerry on their website, campkerrysociety.org, or phone 604-553-4663 for information.
Currently the Camp Kerry Society is offering grief support groups for children and parents at North
Lonsdale United Church. You can even get grief support through their online network.
Forever: A Song for Maddy
By Heather Mohan
[In memory of Madison Martina, who died of brain cancer at age 5]

‘Cause if lovin’ is forever, you’re right here deep
inside.
You’re not far away, you’re right here, deep inside.

I thought I saw Forever in your eyes
Like sunshine on the water, you shone light
Like sunshine on the water, you shone light.

So I guess I’ve seen Forever in your eyes
So I’ll try to hold you close now deep inside,
Yes, I’ll try to hold you close now deep inside.

So many memories, binding us in time
Sometimes we danced and sang, sometimes
We laughed, we cried…
How we danced, and sang, and laughed and
Cried.

In just five years, you’ve touched so many lives
Through your struggles, hopes and fears, you found the
strength to smile.
Be at peace now, beautiful girl
‘Cause you have brought such Light into this
world.
Such Light and Love into this world.

I thought I saw Forever in your eyes
And I knew your soul was traveling towards the
Light.
Yes, I knew your soul was traveling towards
The light.
And I’m not sure that we can ever say goodbye

Now I know I’ve seen Forever in your eyes
So we’ll always hold you clos now deep inside…
Oh, ye we’ll always hold you close now deep
Inside…

“I Wish” - Thoughts from a Mom on the grieving journey
I found myself saying “I wish” a lot in the months after our son’s death. There was a deep longing for things to be
different than the way they were. Everything in me was protesting my present reality. Oh, how I wished things had
turned out differently.
I noticed that as other parents shared their stories around the circle at TCF many of them also used the phrase “I
wish…” I suppose it is another version of“If only”… It comes out of a deep desire to not have to live in the truth of
our present circumstances.
Although I have always loved writing, it was over a year before I was able to write the first poem after our son’s
death. I submit it now to share my process with other bereaved parents, and to encourage others to write out their
feelings and experiences as they cope with the indescribable loss of their dear child.
I dedicate this poem to our first born son, Brian Ronald John Hardie who came to us on a warm spring Friday
evening in May of 1971 – and left us on a cold autumnFriday night in Oct. 2010 as a result of a tragic MVA.
Penny M. Hardie, TCF Vernon

Wishes

Mother’s Day - Bent But Not Broken

I wish … if I had a chance
I wish … if I had a choice
to see your beloved face
to hear that familiar voice
a twinkle of pale blue eyes
a tender touch of your hand
another chance to realize
what I didn’t understand

To the Mother who has lost her only child, or has no surviving children,
the thought of Mother’s Day sends a stabbing pain that only those of us
who are in this situation can understand. We begin to notice Mother’s
Day cards slipped in right after Valentine’s Day along with the Easter
cards. Even before Easter the TV advertising starts. We try to blot this
all out but our subconscious keeps reminding us the day is coming
closer.

Just a hug … a gentle embrace
just a laugh shared
to keep us from crying
just some of you … filling the space
of this longing, aching, sighing

For the first two years we celebrated Mother’s Day for my mother and
sister very quietly. The third year after my daughter Shawna’s death, we
decided to go to a local restaurant featuring a nice buffet. We arrived
early hoping to avoid the crowd. A very flustered hostess greeted us
and found a table for us. The tables had been pushed close together to
accommodate more people. It was already becoming very crowded.
She asked the question, “How many Mothers?” It was then we noticed
the flowers she was carrying. Someone managed to stammer out, three
- three - Mothers. She handed us each a flower, while glancing around
to find a table for the next group of people. She didn’t notice the one
she handed me was pretty battered.

I wish I could hear the door
open to your hello
the sound of your singing
the gentle strum
of a guitar playing low
a phone call with happy news
a gift on a special day
there are memories I’ll never lose
but that night took our future away
We’ll never walk together now
we’ll never perform those songs
you’ll never help me
in my old age
oh … I wish you had never gone
I wish I could turn back the years
protect us from all that pain
to before all the anguish and tears
I wish we were happy again
I wish at the penny fountains
I wish on the brightest star
I wish that my love
could flow out on these tears
and travel to where you are
Nothing comes back
but silence
when my heart
calls out to you now
those dreams got lost
in the midnight mist
on that lonely road somehow
Hopes and plans and wishes
that were all wrapped up in you
flew away
on the night you left us
I wish they could have come true.
Penny Hardie, TCF Vernon

My sister wanted to give me hers or get another. “No, it’s ok,” I said.
The stem was bent, but not broken completely. A wilted tired flower was
hanging from the stem. I brought it home and propped it up in a glass of
water to revive it. You see, I could identify with that flower.
As a Mother without my child, I have felt so bruised and battered.
Somehow through all the pain, tears, and loneliness, like the flower, I
have been bent but never quite broken.
Donna Frechec
TCF/Enid

Finding Spring Again after the Death of a Child
by
Cathy Seehuetter
We are finally at an end of what has often been a brutal winter. While gazing at the mountains of snow
piled high in my front yard and the foot-long icicles hanging from my roof, it was hard to imagine that
spring would ever come. We have endured bitter cold winds that have chilled us to the bone and
treacherous roads that we have cautiously traveled. The days have been long and dark. No matter
how long I have been a native of the Upper Midwest, I know we all will be glad when it comes to an
end.
However, as I described these thoughts about winter, I felt as if I was describing the days of my early
grief. At that point, I did not believe that a day would ever come when I would thaw from the chill that
had overtaken my body and mind. The bleakness of my existence during those early months after
Nina died is almost frightening to remember; it is so difficult to even conceive of that much pain. I was
anesthetized from some of its cruelness by the protective blanket of numbness that blessedly shielded
me from the gale force of such overpowering sorrow.
How could I ever feel spring in my heart again?
Spring had always been my favorite season. The air had a certain freshness to it that I would drink in.
Simply put, it always made me feel happy and light of heart. Spring was our reward for surviving the
freezing winter months that preceded it. It brought a smile to my face and a bounce to my step.
However, it was the spring of the year where my heart was irretrievably broken. It was during this
exquisite season of warm, lilac-scented breezes and sun-kissed mornings where my sweet daughter
Nina’s life would end. I wondered if my thoughts about spring would never be the same. Rather than
anticipate with gladness the coming of spring, I dreaded it with the knowledge that it contained the
anniversary of her death.
The smell of the air and the look to the sky that I once found exhilarating now brought me back to my
darkest day. I know that anyone who has lost a loved one to death, no matter the season,
understands.
Will spring come again to your life?
In the years since Nina died, has it come to mine? Looking back at my description of the winter of “my
early grief,” I know that I have come a long way from that time of desolation. I have found, especially
after the first two years, that with each subsequent spring, I have rediscovered some of the pleasure I
used to feel. I have learned that just because I have found things to feel joyful about again; it doesn’t
mean I am dishonoring my daughter’s memory. I now take her along with me in my mind and my heart.
I try to retrieve memories of the dandelion bouquets she so carefully gathered and presented to me,
the rides to the park in the Radio Flyer, our talks while sunning on the deck, and, of course, shopping
for spring clothes! Her favorite pastime!
I will always feel tenseness, apprehension and sadness as May 11th draws near, but I no longer hold it
against spring.
It is a slow, difficult journey, this grief pathway we travel. It is as treacherous as the roads we
maneuvered following the winter storms, never knowing when we will hit an icy patch on the road and
be thrown into a tailspin. Yet, we must travel it if we are to find any measure of peace and healing.
Please be patient with yourself as you are working hard to survive this winter in your heart. Trust that
spring, though a much different one than the one we knew before our beloved child died, will come
again.
“Life will break you. Nobody can protect you from that, and living
alone won't either, for solitude will also break you with its yearning.
You have to love. You have to feel. It is the reason you are here on
earth. You are here to risk your heart. You are here to be swallowed
up. And when it happens that you are broken, or betrayed, or left, or
hurt, or death brushes near, let yourself sit by an apple tree and listen
to the apples falling all around you in heaps, wasting their sweetness.
Tell yourself you tasted as many as you could.”
Louise Erdrich, The Painted Drum

OUR CHILDREN
REMEMBERED
In each newsletter we honour the children we love who have died. If you are able to
reach out to their parents with a phone call or card, it helps them know they are not
alone.
MARCH BIRTHDAYS:
April Archer
Daughter of Jeanette Einarson &
Ken
Archer; sister of Shannon
March 31, 1987 – April 1, 1987
Paul Norman John Cousins
son of Jan & Richard Cousins
brother of Allison, Adrienne, &
Simon
March 16, 1982 - Oct. 6, 2003
Skydiving accident. Age 21.
Murphy Delesalle
Daughter of Patty Delesalle
Sister of Coady & Katie
March 29, 1994 – August 24, 2010
Accident. Age 16.
Lisa-Dawn Dobmeier
daughter of Maude and Ray
Dobmeier
sister of Roger
Mar. 24, 1967 - Oct. 25, 1987
Car accident. Age 20
Paul Nicholas Green
Son of Sandra & Graham Green
Brother of Theona
March 21,1963 – July 1, 1986
Car crash. Age 23.
Gina Ivison
Daughter of Valerie and Angelo
Santinelli
Sister of Laci and Barb
March 9, 1975 – February 28, 2009
Suicide. Age 34.
Quinn Keast
Son of Jan & Tom Keast
March 3/88 – June 10, 2006
Twin brother to Jamie
Bus accident. Age 18
Miranda Knapp
Daughter of Bruce and Jocelyn
Sister of Gage Robert Alexander
March 1, 2014 - June 27, 2014
RSU Virus
Dwayne Mann
Son of Linda Mann
March 21, 1966 - Sept. 23, 2016
Hemopericardium due to Type A
aortic dissection

Nigel Gordon Miller
son of Marilyn and Peter Miller
brother of Jeremy and Ashleigh
Mar. 29, 1973 - Dec. 24, 1998
Avalanche. Age 25.
Andrew Moran
son of Lana Groves
brother of Caitlin
Mar. 28, 1978 - Dec. 9, 2001
Murdered. Age 23.
Carly Marguerite Reid
Daughter of Marguerite Wahl
Sister of Morgan, Tanner &
Shannon
March 30, 1978-Dec. 12, 2005
Scleroderma. Age 27.
Marc C. Waich
Son of Frank & Marianne Waich
Brother of Andrea
March 12, 1974 – Oct. 20, 2004
Suicide. Age 30.
Ethan Roelofs
Son of Paul Roelofs & Sara
Dubois-Phillips
Brother of Noah
March 6, 2002 – July 7, 2006
Drowning. Age. 4
Sebastian Witt
Son of Matthew Witt
Brother of Elanah and Eva
March 31, 1995 - May 18, 2015
Accidental overdose
MARCH LAST DAYS:
Wayne Baran
son of Mike and Betty Baran
Feb. 29, 1968 - Mar. 13, 1994
Heart attack. Age 26.

Michael Robinson
son of Brenda and Ken Robinson
Jun. 12, 1972 - Mar. 8, 1994
Drowning. Age 21.
Cameron Whittaker
son of Barbara and Bill Whittaker
brother of Ron
Sept. 27, 1958 - Mar. 10, 1985
Violent assault. Age 26.
Jody Ann Ziebell
daughter of Elaine Hasemore
sister of Robyn, half-sister of Heidi
Apr. 8, 1983 - Mar. 31, 1990
Malignant brain tumour. Almost 7
years.
APRIL BIRTH AND LAST DAYS:
Jeffry Raymond Mahler (Djaef)
son of Rudi and Julie Mahler
brother of Ingrid, Carlise, Alex &
Mitch
Apr. 26, 1956 - April 12, 1989
AIDS. Age 32.
Don Fracis Stratton Millerd
(Donnie)
Son of Mary & Don Millerd
Brother of Margot, Jenn, Lisa, Ali
April 29, 1982 – April 20, 1984
Farm accident. Age, almost 2.
Danny Wyder
son of Helen Burnham
brother of Kathy, Ken, Jey, John
and Karen
Apr. 12, 1961 - Apr. 15, 1986
Age 25.
APRIL BIRTHDAYS:

Brody Black
son of Nancy Black
Apr. 17, 1998 - Mar. 15, 2002
Almost 4 years old.

Kia Arab
daughter of Molook Arab
Sibling of Ali
April 4, 1987 - Sept. 23, 2015

Bara DeChamplain
Daughter of Linda DeChamplain
July 30/77 – March 9, 2005
ARDS. Age 27.

Michelle Arnelien
daughter of Jan and Ken Arnelien
sister of Cory
Apr. 4, 1972 - May 5, 1991
Cancer. Age 19.

Michael Gibson
Son of Vera Gibson
Brother of Stephanie and Kate
Jan 8, 1986 – March 7, 2011
Car accident. Age 26

OUR CHILDREN
REMEMBERED
APRIL BIRTHDAYS con’t:

APRIL LAST DAYS:

David John Horton Badger
Son of Colleen & Chris Badger
Brother of Jonathan
April 18, 1972 – Nov. 3, 2005
Cardiac-ventricular fibrillation.
Age 15.

Ashley Brear
Daughter of David & Judy Brear
Sister of Heidi & Andrew
Dec. 12, 1983 – April 22, 2006
Hodgkin’s lymphoma. Age 22.

Brody Black
son of Nancy Black
Apr. 17, 1998 - Mar. 15, 2002
Almost 4 years old.
Benjamin Joseph Chambers
Son of Lucy and Duff Chambers
Brother of Matthew, Charlene,
Candace
April 16, 1977 – January 27,
2010
Self-inflicted gunshot wound.
Age 33.
Dorina Sandy Nagel
Daughter of Bonnie Nagel
Sister of Quentin.
April 2, 1972 – Feb. 28, 2010
House fire. Age 37.
Jerald Scott
son of Josie Scott
brother of Adriane, Emily,
Rowena and Stephan
Apr. 27, 1980 - Feb. 21, 2001
Age 20.
Jennifer Kathleen Simpson
Daughter of Ruth & Don
Simpson
April 18, 1987 – Jan. 27, 2008
Car accident. Age. 20.
Sean Godfrey Watson
Son of Godfrey and Pat Watson
Apr. 1, 1973 - Oct. 30, 1994
Jeep accident on a mountain
near Squamish
Age 21.
Jody Ann Ziebell
daughter of Elaine Hasemore
sister of Robyn, half-sister of
Heidi
Apr. 8, 1983 - Mar. 31, 1990
Malignant brain tumour. Almost
7 years.
Jeffrey “Jeff” Pump
Son of Jennifer & John Pump
Brother of Mike Scott
April 5, 1986 – Feb. 26, 2012
Suicide

Sonja Carlsen
Daughter of Helen Carlsen
Aug. 22, 1943 - Apr. 6, 1996
Heart condition. Age 52

Trevor Slobogian
son of Brian and Onalee Slobogian
brother of Erin
Dec. 12, 1978 - Apr. 8, 2000
Suicide. Age 21.
Manda Smith
Daughter of Betsy Smith
Sister of Sydney
July 16, 1981 – April 19, 2005
Brain tumour. Age 23
MAY BIRTH AND LAST DAY:

Westley John Davis
Son of Julie Davis
Brother of Kameeka Emily &
Sasha Hazel
Dec., 2009 – April 22, 2010.

Debra Doris Dungey
daughter of George and Doris
Dungey
May 8, 1953 - May 20, 1994
Cancer. Age 41

James Dennis
Son of Veronica and Chris Dennis
Brother of Tracey.
Januarey 9, 1985 – April 13, 2011
Heart attack. Age 26.

MAY BIRTHDAYS:

Neil Falkner
son of Judy Lynne
brother of Scott and Lucy
Sept. 17, 1969 - Apr. 12, 2002
Skiing accident. Age 32.
Chris Carter Feilden
Son of Randle & Annette Feilden
Brother of Adrienne
May 12, 1978 – April 19, 2010
Holleh Javidan
Daughter of Hiedeh Tavassoli
Sister to Neda Javidan
Sept. 11, 1985 – April 17, 2012
Jeremy Lees
son of Scott Lees
brother of Tyler
Oct. 31, 1994 - Apr. 10, 2002
Car accident. Age 7.
John McKim Millar
Son of Eileen Sowerby
Brother of Hamish & Jerusha
Nov. 18, 1978 – April, 2003
Mountaineering Accident. Age 24.
Iseult O’Flynn-Magee
Daughter of Kathy O’Flynn-Magee
Sister of Sean
Nov. 22, 1988 – April 18, 2007
Unknown.

Laurel Atwood
Daughter of Nino & Dorothy Stroppa
Sister of John & Tony
Wife of Colin
Breast cancer. Age 41.
Robert Curry
Son of Patricia Thomas
May 1, 1991 – Dec. 21, 2010
Epilepsy. Age 18
Greg Fedorak
son of George and Sharon Fedorak
brother of Frank and Marc
May 20, 1973 - Oct. 30, 1994
Truck accident. Age 21.
Chris Carter Feilden
Son of Randle & Annette Feilden
Brother of Adrienne
May 12, 1978 – April 19, 2010
Melinda Rose Hathaway
Daughter of David & Joanne
Hathaway
Sister of Michael, David & Greg
May 19, 1981 – Sept 15, 1996
Cancer. Age 15.
Derrick Livingstone
son of Barbara Livingstone
brother of Catherine and Karen
May 7, 1964 - Dec. 22, 1991
Drug and alcohol overdose. Age 27.
Nigel MacKenzie
son of Leslie MacKenzie
brother of Robin and Cameron
May 26, 1972 - Dec. 26, 1989
Car accident. Age 17.

OUR CHILDREN
REMEMBERED
MAY BIRTHDAYS con’t:
Rachel Marie Sharman
Daughter of Doran and Annmarie
Sister of Caitlin
May 17, 1990 - October 31, 2009
Suicide. Aged 19
Lachlan Thomson
Son of Leah Thomson
Brother to Skye Thomson
May 26, 2002 - May 31, 2016
Depression/suicide
Jason Richard Wood
Son of Stan and Sandy Wood
May 28, 1970 - Oct. 15, 1989
Car accident. Aged 19
MAY LAST DAYS:
Michelle Arnelien
daughter of Ken and Jan
sister of Cory
Apr. 4, 1972 - May 5, 1991
Cancer. Age 19.
Nicholas Downs
son of Ian Downs
brother of Lauren
Oct. 5, 1983 - May 7, 2000
Car accident. Age 17.
Matthew David Shelton
Son of Leslie Gibbons and David Shelton
Brother of Sarah, Kate, Elspeth,
Charles & Emily
Nov. 17, 1984-May 14, 2008
Drug related. Age 23.

Steven Andrew Struyk
Son of Lorraine and Emile Struyk
Brother of Nicola
Feb. 25, 1983 - August 18, 2015

Lindsay Amelia Gordon
daughter of Jan Bryant
sister of Margot and Graeme
Sept. 9, 1982 - May 11, 1993
Fall. Age 10.

Tania Trepanier
daughter of Jean-Guy Trepanier
sister of Numa
July 8, 1971 - May 31, 2003
Crushed by a bus. Age 31.

Joshua Matt Carl Goos
Son of Diane and Ron Goos
Brother of Cezanne & Carlin
Nov. 27, 1977 – May 23, 2006
Age 28

Carolyn Voigt
daughter of Joan and Karl
Jun. 7, 1968 - May 30, 1987
Cancer. Age 17.

Zhubin Dara Moshir (Obahi)
son of Shervin Obahi
Sept. 26, 1980 - May 11, 2002
Suicide. Age 21.

Tracey Lynn Wiebe
daughter of Hank and Jean Wiebe
twin of Scott Blaine
Jul. 31, 1967 - May 11, 2000
Leukemia. Age 32.

Jill Rowlands
daughter of Barb and John Rowlands
sister of Glynn, Beverly and Gareth
Dec. 10, 1968 - May 7, 1975
Accident playing in yard. Age 6 ½

Jeremy Lucas Williams
son of Kathy and Kevin Williams
brother of Matthew and David
Aug. 12, 1983 - May 5, 1992
Killed by a cougar. Age 9.

Nathan Sloss
Son of Gayle Nelson & Rob Sloss
Brother of Kyle
June 21, 1991 – May 15, 2005
Rare liver cancer. Age 13.

Joshua Wise
Son of Bobby Wise
Jan. 19, 1977 – May 30, 2006
Industrial accident. Age 29.

Lachlan Thomson
Son of Leah Thomson
Brother to Skye Thomson
May 26, 2002 - May 31, 2016
Depression/suicide

Sebastian Witt
Son of Matthew Witt
March 31, 1995 - May 18, 2015
Accidental overdose

If I have inadvertently omitted your child’s name, or made an error in
the listing - my heartfelt apology. Please let me know.
Leslie. 604-913-9215

Natalie Alcott
Daughter of Gaye Alcott
Sister of Jamie and Melanie
January 3, 1981 - Feb. 3, 2016

Andrea Dearnley
Daughter of Graeme Dearnley
Nov. 28, 1995 - Feb. 29, 2016
Suicide

The editors apologize for failing to list some February birth and death dates in our
winter issue. These include first anniversaries, and we remember how hard those
were. We hope that the parents of Steven, Natalie, and Andrea found ways to
commemorate their children and to nurture themselves on these difficult days.

"The heart stops briefly when a child dies. A breathless pain as you acknowledge the
news and that one who held your hand moves from your outside, to your inside....Slowly
your heart adjusts to its new weight."
from the Bereaved Parents of the USA

WORDS OF WISDOM

“In the midst of winter, I found there was, within me, an invincible summer.
And that makes me happy. For it says that no matter how hard the world pushes against me, within me,
there’s something stronger – something better, pushing right back.”
― Albert Camus
“Be yourself; everyone else is already taken.”
― Oscar Wilde
“In three words I can sum up everything I've learned about life: it goes on.”
― Robert Frost
“Don’t walk in front of me… I may not follow
Don’t walk behind me… I may not lead
Walk beside me… just be my friend”
― Albert Camus
“I've learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never forget
how you made them feel.”
― Maya Angelou
“Darkness cannot drive out darkness: only light can do that. Hate cannot drive out hate: only love can do
that.”
― Martin Luther King Jr., A Testament of Hope: The Essential Writings and Speeches
“Yesterday is history, tomorrow is a mystery, today is a gift of God, which is why we call it the present.”
― Bil Keane
“That which does not kill us makes us stronger.”
― Friedrich Nietzsche
“When one door of happiness closes, another opens; but often we look so long at the closed door that we do
not see the one which has been opened for us.”
― Helen Keller
“If I had a flower for every time I thought of you...I could walk through my garden forever.”
― Alfred Tennyson
“There is nothing better than a friend, unless it is a friend with chocolate.”
― Linda Grayson
“I know God won't give me anything I can't handle. I just wish he didn't trust me so much.”
― Anonymous
“Thomas Edison's last words were "It's very beautiful over there". I don't know where there is, but I believe it's
somewhere, and I hope it's beautiful.”
― John Green, Looking for Alaska
“When we honestly ask ourselves which person in our lives mean the most to us, we often find that it is those
who, instead of giving advice, solutions, or cures, have chosen rather to share our pain and touch our
wounds with a warm and tender hand. The friend who can be silent with us in a moment of despair or
confusion, who can stay with us in an hour of grief and bereavement, who can tolerate not knowing, not
curing, not healing and face with us the reality of our powerlessness, that is a friend who cares.”
― Henri J.M. Nouwen, Out of Solitude: Three Meditations on the Christian Life
“We'll be friends forever, won't we, Pooh?" asked Piglet.

"Even longer," Pooh answered.”
― Larry Clemmons
“When I despair, I remember that all through history the way of truth and love have always won.
There have been tyrants and murderers, and for a time, they can seem invincible, but in the end,
they always fall. Think of it--always.”
― Mahatma Gandhi

The Tasks of Grief
Grieving is the process of adjusting to loss. In our grieving, we have two
tasks: to re-form our sense of self without what we lost, and to internalize
our relationship with what used to be physically present.
When we grieve, we have lost more than a person or a thing; we have lost a
part of ourselves. … All changes entail a new self-image; a new sense of who
one is.
[We] internalize what was lost, so that it remains present in our
lives, but in a new way.
The Journey of Grief
Grieving is a journey. And although not everyone’s path through the process
is the same, there is a general path that many of us follow. We move out of
the flatlands of “life as usual” through two landscapes before returning to
the changed life that awaits us.
The first landscape is the grey tunnel of shock.
When the loss is
devastating, our minds often send us straight into denial. When denial ends,
we experience shock.
People in shock experience life as if through a fog.
They can’t focus to drive, they don’t want to eat, and they often need help
making decisions.
The second landscape of grief is a bleak mountain range: all jagged peaks,
impossible climbs, frightening heights, and hard, hard work. Of course, what
we all want to do is move from shock directly to the green pastures of
“normal” on the other side of this mountain, but it doesn’t work that way.
Every reminder of the loss brings a fresh wave of grief.
Sometimes the
sadness becomes emptiness or even despair.
Sufferers and those around them are often surprised by how anger can bubble up
on this journey of grief. People who are grieving often feel guilty for being
angry. But anger, like denial, is a normal and healthy part of the grieving
process.
It will pass faster if we can simply acknowledge what we are
feeling.
The goal of the journey through grief is to find a new normal. Most people
are vastly relieved to discover that they are not alone and that other
sufferers are toiling away. This is the time when bereavement support groups
can be very helpful. We begin to realize that the person or thing we lost is
still with us, but in a different way.
At some point, we may declare ourselves to have healed.
But even then, a
holiday or a whiff of a smell transports us back to our loss. Those visits
actually start to take on a sweetness, even in their difficulty, because a
part of us is glad to be reminded of what was once so important to us. When
that happens, we know our journey of grieving is nearly complete.
Christine Robinson, Heart to Heart
(Selected Passages)

“In the depth of winter, I finally learned that within me there lay an
invincible summer.”
― Albert Camus
“We all bear scars,... Mine just happen to be more visible than most.”
― Sarah J. Maas, Throne of Glass

I've been doing a lot of thinking
About growing older and moving on
Nobody wants to be told that they're getting
on
For a long, long stay
But just how long and who knows
And how and where my spirit will go
Will it soar like Jazz on a saxophone
Or evaporate on a breeze
Won't you tell me please
That life is eternal
And love is immortal
And death is only a horizon
Life is eternal
As we move into the light
And a horizon is nothing
Save the limit of our sight
Save the limit of our sight
Here on earth I'm a lost soul
Ever trying to find my way back home
Maybe that's why each new star is born
Expanding heaven's room
Eternity in bloom
And will I see you up in that heaven
In all it's light will I know you're there
Will we say the things that we never dared
If wishing makes it so
Won't you let me know
That life is eternal
And love is immortal
And death is only a horizon
Life is eternal
As we move into the light
And a horizon is nothing
Save the limit of our sight
Save the limit of our sight
Carley Simon

Because
I have known despair
I value hope
Because
I have tasted
frustration
I value fulfillment
Because
I have been lonely
I value love
Leonard Nimoy

I wandered lonely as a cloud
That floats on high o'er vales and hills,
When all at once I saw a crowd,
A host, of golden daffodils;
Beside the lake, beneath the trees,
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.
Continuous as the stars that shine
And twinkle on the milky way,
They stretched in never-ending line
Along the margin of a bay:
Ten thousand saw I at a glance,
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance.
The waves beside them danced; but they
Out-did the sparkling waves in glee:
A poet could not but be gay,
In such a jocund company:
I gazed—and gazed—but little thought
What wealth the show to me had brought:
For oft, when on my couch I lie
In vacant or in pensive mood,
They flash upon that inward eye
Which is the bliss of solitude;
And then my heart with pleasure fills,
And dances with the daffodils.
William Wordsworth

Dreams by Langston Hughes
Hold fast to dreams
For if dreams die
Life is a broken-winged bird
That cannot fly.
Hold fast to dreams
For when dreams go
Life is a barren field

'Hope' is the thing with feathers—
That perches in the soul—
And sings the tune without the words—
And never stops—at all—
And sweetest—in the Gale—is heard—
And sore must be the storm—
That could abash the little Bird
That kept so many warm—
I've heard it in the chillest land—
And on the strangest Sea—
Yet, never, in Extremity,
It asked a crumb—of Me.
Emily Dickinson

i carry your heart with me(i carry it in
my heart)i am never without it(anywhere
i go you go,my dear;and whatever is done
by only me is your doing,my darling)
i fear
no fate(for you are my fate,my sweet)i want
no world(for beautiful you are my world,my true)
and it’s you are whatever a moon has always meant
and whatever a sun will always sing is you
here is the deepest secret nobody knows
(here is the root of the root and the bud of the bud
and the sky of the sky of a tree called life;which grows
higher than soul can hope or mind can hide)
and this is the wonder that's keeping the stars apart
i carry your heart(i carry it in my heart)
e.e. cummings

Sometimes
Sometimes I catch a glimpse,
In softened waves of blue
My child, my heart ...when I see a smile
I can't help but think of you
Sometimes these waves fill oceans.
And feelings string on every shore
A collections of each memory
And every way I wish for more

Somewhere
Somewhere within
The seed has sprouted.
I can feel its movement;
I can sense its energy.
Somewhere within
The rainfall has reached.
My desert is gone,
My dryness has disappeared.
Somewhere within
I’ve been given life again.
I can say goodbye to emptiness;
I can say hello to fullness.
Somewhere within
My yearning has been met.
The God of graciousness has
graced,
The God of tenderness has
blessed.
And so
The circle of my life-journey
Has once more
Come into its season of spring.
Joyce Rupp
Praying our Goodbyes

Sometimes I watch for answers
Because each day I call to you
I ask for faith and courage
And strength ...to help me through
Sometimes I ask for bravery
Like dolphins in the deep
Because time moves oh so slowly
And some times the road is steep
Sometimes I want to scream
This was not what I had planned
Why you ever suffered
A mom can't understand
Sometimes I hear your laughter
And remember you at play
But My Child I always miss you
Not sometimes, but everyday
C. Ranney

Eyes closed
I smiled and imagined
A full moon
Hanging low in the sky
Looking like a shiny pearl button
On a dandy cowboy’s shirt.
I wondered …when the world had
changed
And wished
We could go back
To when life was simple
Those times ago
When hope
Was more than just a word
Charles L. Mashbum

One Year Less
There is no word, no label, no identifying moniker,
I am not a widow, not an orphan, not childless,
But one child less.
One less open laugh and little boy giggle,
One less challenging tete-a-tete;
One less artful, winking manipulation,
One less word of comfort, one less grateful hug.
One less chance to embrace a daughter;
One less new life to carry your eyes, your chin,
your grin, your name,
No one word for the pain, the longing, the brevity
Of a life meant for living; an old soul meant to grow
older than mine;
Would there be any one price too high, any
sacrifice too great,
For one more moment, one more breath, one more
warm touch;
I grasp desperately and sense the closeness the ONE just at the fingertips of my heart and mind,
Only to realize again and again and again,
There is no "One" - you are gone and I am - less.
Cheryl McDonald

Views on Death According to Different Religions
Facing death of a close family member or a dear friend is a difficult task for anyone. During such a time
often people think about the mysterious aspects of life, and most especially death. There are different
types of questions that come to the mind and people start looking for answers. If you wish to understand
death, different religious viewpoints be helpful.
Most of the religions have a strong viewpoint regarding life and death. Nearly all the religions believe
in afterlife, reincarnation, heaven and hell, or soul. Religion is a major part of life and death. In fact, the
concept of death in different religions differs a lot. For instance, Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, and
Hinduism have discrete opinions about death and what comes after.
1.
Christian beliefs about the afterlife vary between denominations and
individual Christians, but a vast majority of Christians believe in some kind of heaven, in
which believers enjoy the presence of God and other believers and freedom from suffering
and sin.
2.
Muslims believe that the present life is only a preparation for the next realm
of existence. For them death is merely movement from one world to another. It can be
described as a journey through a separate dimension of existence. The Prophet taught
that three things can continue to help a person even after death; charity which he had
given, knowledge which he had taught and prayers on their behalf by a righteous child.
3.
Hinduism strongly believes in the rebirth and reincarnation of souls. So,
according to Hinduism, death is regarded as a natural process
in the existence of soul
as a separate entity. When a person dies, the soul travels for
sometime to another
world and finally returns again to the earth to
continue its journey.
4.

In Buddhism a lot has been said about the importance of death. It was awareness

of death that prompted Lord Buddha to explore the truth behind worldly concerns and
pleasures. After a long search, Lord Buddha finally came to the conclusion that death is
inevitable for a person who thinks about worldly pleasures and attitudes. Today,
Buddhists look at death as taking a break from this materialistic world. Buddhist
people do not think death as a continuation of the soul but consider it as an awakening.
They believe in reincarnation: once a person dies on this earth, he will be reborn to a new
life here and the status of that life depends on the work he did before his previous death.

Your name is upon my
tongue
Your image in in my sight
Your memory is in my
heart
Where can I send these
words
That I write?
Rumi
God never promised a life without pain
Laughter without tears or sun without rain
But He did promise strength for the day,
Comfort for the tears and the light for the
way,
And for all who believe in His Heaven above
He rewards their faith in His everlasting
love.
Christian Sympathy Poem

I asked for Strength …
And God gave me Difficulties to
make me strong.
I asked for Wisdom
And God gave me Problems to
solve.
I asked for Prosperity
and God gave me Brain and
Brawn to work
I asked for Courage
and God gave me Danger to
overcome
I asked for Love
and God gave me Troubled
people to help
I asked for Favours
and God gave me Opportunities.
I received nothing I wanted
I received everything I needed
My Prayer has been answered.
Islamic Poem

The Spirit is
neither born,
nor does it die at
any time. It
does not come
into being or
cease to exist. It
is unborn,
eternal,
permanent, and
primeval. The
Spirit is not
destroyed when
the body is
destroyed.
Bhagavad Gita

The Stigma of Addiction and the Death of a Child
My 17-year-old son, Matt, was sobbing. “I’ve done something really stupid, Mom. And I’m
scared” he cried.
I didn’t ask what it was that he’d done, I just took him in my arms and told him that we would
take care of it together. He told me he was scared to be alone, that he felt sick and he had
started to use a morphine type drug and now he couldn’t stop. In my innocence, I felt relief.
“Oh, is that all?”, I thought to myself. “We can fix that”. To him I said we would call for help
in the morning and we would find a doctor and counsellor. And I slept on the floor outside
his room that night because I was afraid that he might harm himself.
In the morning when I woke, he had run away. In six years, he was dead.

Nothing helped him: rehab, counselling (when he would comply), methadone for several years, moving, traveling, detoxing.
As hard as he tried to stop, the pull of the drug was stronger. His siblings struggled to hold on to hope for him, and his
father and I stayed as supportive as he would allow. No-one in the family stopped loving him.
The same cannot be said for the outside world. As James Dean and Faith Rud describe in their book The Drug Addict and
the Stigma of Addiction, “the overwhelming image [of the addict is] of a disoriented, unhealthy, thin, low-class, male “hippie”
with behavioural and skin problems who suffered from a disease.” As a family we heard people ask “Why doesn’t he just
stop?” as if addiction was a question of a lack of personal strength of will and control. A neighbour said to me the morning
that he died, “Well, if you choose that life, what can you expect?”
But those of us who have lived through an addiction in the family know differently. My son and many others did not match
this stereotype. He was not a menace to society or dangerous or abused; he was not unloved, abandoned or on the
street. My son suffered from depression. But this, too, can be seen as a weakness not an illness. I know that it’s not
unusual for a family to feel and be judged, too.
My son knew all of this and felt that he was a pariah in the family and community and he hated himself for it.
In a wonderful book called Addict in the Family: Stories of Loss, Hope, and Recovery by Beverly Conyers , she writes “In
1999, the National Household Survey on Drug Abuse revealed that an estimated 10.3 million Americans were dependent
on either alcohol or illicit drugs. Chances are someone in your family is among them. For families of addicts, feelings of
fear, shame, and confusion over a loved one’s addiction can cause deep anxiety, sleepless nights, and even physical
illness. And the emotional distress family members suffer is often compounded by the belief that they somehow caused or
contributed to their loved one’s addiction -- or that they could have done something to prevent it.”
I knew there was a stigma surrounding Matt’s addiction, and he knew it too. The result of that stigma was shame, guilt,
self-disgust and all that confirmed that he was as hopeless as people said. If I could change three things in this world, it
would be these: that we erase this stigma and judgment and replace them with kindness and compassion; that addiction
be seen as an illness; and that we would never give up hope that lives can be turned around. We must never give up
trying to make this so.
Leslie Gibbons - Matt’s Mom
TCF North Shore

Steven Andrew Struyk
Born February 25, 1983
Died August 18th, 2015
A beautiful gentle Soul with a big caring heart.
A highly gifted and intelligent individual.
An unusually creative cabinet maker.
A witty and wonderful sense of humour.
Extemporaneous speaker.
Greatly missed by all who love him.

“If you know someone who’s depressed, please resolve never
to ask them why. Depression isn’t a straightforward response
to a bad situation; depression just is, like the weather.
Try to understand the blackness, lethargy, hopelessness, and
loneliness they’re going through. Be there for them when they
come through the other side. It’s hard to be a friend to
someone who’s depressed, but it is one of the kindest,
noblest, and best things you will ever do.”

― Stephen Fry

Mother’s Day
Mother’s Day, for those of us who have lost children, doesn’t have the same meaning as it
does for those who have not suffered a loss. Though some of us may have surviving children,
and we are very thankful for them, Mother’s Day is another reminder of what we have lost:
one of our children is not with us. In the beginning, the pain of our loss overshadows
everything else.
It took several years for me to be able to enjoy Mother’s DaySome of them are things he
bought and some are things he made for me. One I display on Mother’s Day by the candle I
light for him: it is a piece of 2 x 4 that he drew on — it has a truck, a rainbow, a heart and a
rose, and he wrote “I Love You Mom”. I wear a special angel pin all day for Shane.
On Mother’s Day my family and I spend the day together. We go out to eat and then do
something together. There is no sadness; it is a time to enjoy being with my girls and letting
them know they are important. Later, we go to the cemetery and visit Shane. Sometimes I go
alone because I need that time to just be by myself and let my tears flow. We then spend time
working in Shane’s garden. It is an area in my yard that is our special place for Shane. There
is a magnolia tree that we planted in his memory, roses and other plants, a goldfish pond and
some concrete benches. This is when they give me another gift they call my “Shane Gift”. It
is usually a plant, dragonfly item or anything to add to the garden. By doing this, for me, it is a
time I feel I am spending with all three of my children. For Jennie and Laurie, it is their gift
they give to me in memory of their brother. For Mike, it is a time to spend with all of us. We
enjoy this time; we laugh, share memories and are making memories.
For some of you, this is your first Mother’s Day without your child; for some, your second, third
or even more. If you have other children, they need to know they are still very important to
you, but find a way to remember your child that is comforting to you and include them in your
day. Because no matter where they are, they are still our children and the reasons we wear
the title Mom.
Judy Walker (Shane’s Mom) from Angel Moms Newsletter,

Easter
If you are early on in your grief journey this year, I’m sure the furthest things from your mind are Easter
bonnets, Easter parades and Peter Cottontail and that aspect of this festival of life.
Peeking out of the cocoon of grief, the light of Spring, and the colours of nature’s renewal are almost
blinding, the glare too sharp for eyes that are dimmed by tears. The promise is still there, though; no
matter how we try to hide from it, the message of the resurrection won’t go away; it relentlessly pursues
us with every crocus and daffodil, every robin and hummingbird, every sunny day and soft shower.
Somehow we do rise again, bearing our wounds, yes but also giving rebirth to all the memories we
treasure, the connections that have sustained us and our new understanding of our renewed place in the
world. Little by little, day by day, we slowly awaken to the life that is still going on around us. Perhaps in
our recovery we might become what Jean Vanier calls “wounded healers”. What a better gift could we
make in our children’s memory; giving the hope of renewal tight those who join us on this path and
enlightening those who need to understand.
I hope you’ll soak up some warmth from the season and from all those who care for and love you.
Especially know that your Compassionate Friends are here for you whatever the season, whatever your
stage on this journey we share.
Loving borrowed from Arleen Simmonds, TCF Kamloops, in memory of Kenneth

TCF Burnaby meets on the 3rd Thursday at 7pm.
Community Resource Centre, 5th Floor, 4535 Kingsway (ground level access from the pioneer
walkway off of Kingsway), Burnaby, BC.
Contact: Grace at 778-222-0446
TCF Sunshine Coast meets on the third Tuesday of each month at 7 pm.
We meet at the Hospice Society Building in Davis Bay, 4602 Simpkins Road. Anyone wishing to
attend can contact me at judy.m.lynne@gmail.com or 604-886-7334.
TCF Mission meets on the 2nd Monday of each month, (except July and August) from 7 to 9 pm
at Mission Hospice Offices at 32180 Hillcrest Ave, Mission , BC.
Chapter Leader - Richard Lepinsky - 604-289-0097

!!!!!!!!LIBRARY!NEWS!
!!!!!!!!NEW!BOOKS:!
Good$Grief,!by!Granger!E.!Westberg.!!
Back!cover!blurb:!“This!gem!is!wriGen!with!the!heart!of!a!pastor,!the!insight!of!a!psychologist,!the!humanity!of!a!father!and!
husband,!and!the!hope!of!someone!who!has!seen!so!many!survive!the!process!of!grieving.”!!According!to!the!chaplain!at!Lions!
Gate!Hospital,!this!book!should!be!in!the!hands!of!anyone!who!seeks!to!understand!the!grieving!process.!
Boy,$by!Kate!Shand.!
An!inMmate!story!by!a!mom!who!lost!her!fourteenNyearNold!son!to!suicide.!!According!to!Sheila!Levinson,!grief!counsellor!and!
member!the!The!Compassionate!Friends,!“Through!Boy,!Kate!Shand!teaches!us!about!love,!loss,!and!survival,!and!how!the!human!
spirit!transcends.”!
Don’t$Let$Them$Tell$You$How$to$Grieve,$by!Gina!Claye.!
A!collecMon!of!poems!expressing!grief!“to!let!you!know!you’re!not!alone”!with!the!poet’s!commentary!on!the!inspiraMon!for!each!
one.!!This!may!encourage!your!own!wriMng!!
How$Can$I$Keep$Breathing,$$by!Olivia!Sunshine.!
Back!cover!blurb:!“Olivia!gives!a!compassionate!view!of!diﬀerent!ways!of!handling!the!death!of!a!child,!showing!how!the!spiritual!
path!she!chose!helped!her!cope!with!the!loss!of!her!son!and!how!it!changed!her!life!for!the!beGer!in!more!ways!than!she!could!
have!imagined.”!The!author!is!an!ordained!minister!for!the!Spiritualist!church!and!a!cerMﬁed!counseling!hypnotherapist.!
Healing(Grief,(Finding(Peace,(101(Ways(to(Cope(by!Dr.!Louis!E.!Lagrand!
Recommended!for!early!grievers!by!two!members!of!our!group.!!GiWed!to!our!library!by!Gayle!Nelson.!!Lagrand’s!“speciﬁc!coping!
strategies!oﬀer!pracMcal!advice,!ulMmately!giving!you!pathways!for!achieving!lasMng!inner!peace!by!using!the!one!thing!you!can!
control—your!own!response!to!grief.”!
For(Bereaved(Grandparents,(by!Margaret!H.!Gerner.!
A!newly!bereaved!grandparent!gave!this!to!me!for!our!library.!!You!may!have!a!parent!who!is!struggling!to!relate!to!you!in!your!
grief,!and!who,!of!course,!is!grieving!too.!!I!recommend!this!read!as!a!sensible!and!sensiMve!book!of!advice!and!understanding!for!
both!of!you.!![Cathy]!

Dona=ons(Welcome:((Please!consider!donaMng!any!griefNrelated!book!you!have!found!helpful.!!Perhaps!write!a!short!review!for!
our!newsleGer!

LOVE GIFTS
There are no dues for fees to belong to The Compassionate Friends; we have already paid the ultimate price,
the loss of a child. Donations are often given to remember birthdays or death anniversaries. Cheques should
be made out to North Shore Compassionate Friends and mailed to Jan Bryant, #207 - 2800 Chesterfield
North Vancouver, BC V7N 4M1. Love gifts are tax deductible and are the means which allow us to send this
newsletter, maintain a phone line, and meet other chapter expenses. We sometimes receive donations too
late to include in the month’s newsletter for which they were intended and for this, we are sorry. You can help
by sending your gifts several weeks in advance.
Gifts were gratefully received for our general expenses from:
Mike Baran in loving memory of his son, Wayne
Gaye Alcott in loving memory of her daughter, Natalie
Lorraine Struyk in loving memory of her son, Stephen
Jeanette Einarson in loving memory of her daughter, Shannon
The lovely staff of the City of North Vancouver

You Are Not Alone - a report on a first visit to the Seabeck Retreat
When my son died, I felt I was alone on the planet and time was frozen. I felt
numb with anguish and grief. When I found Compassionate Friends, I started to
breathe again. After my weekend at the Seabeck Retreat, I realized that I had
turned a corner and found a calm piece of myself again.
We hear each other’s stories and help each other heal. The comfort, laughter,
yes, laughter, the loving connections, the beautiful surroundings, walks and
gardening (if you choose) are all helpful beyond words. You can mix or be alone,
talk or be silent, participate in workshops or write and think in a peaceful place.
Most of all, when I listened and talked to other parents, I knew I would survive.
Often I meet new people who have no idea this tragedy has happened by my
family and I stay quiet At Seabeck everyone wants to meet your precious child. I
felt Matt was with me every moment because I was free over this weekend to be
100% present with my grief, my recovery path and the person I have changed
into. Listening to other parents helped me to understand my son better and
allowed me to help in return. I came home more calm and balanced in my
sadness.
Leslie Gibbons, Matt’s Mom

***** This year’s Seabeck Retreat will be held June 2 - 4, 2017 and
registration forms are available soon. Please email or call Cathy
Sosnowsky at 604-770-4570 or csosnowsky@shaw.ca if you are
interested in attending. *****

YOUTH LIVING WITH LOSS
The Youth Living with Loss program is entering it’s seventh year on the North Shore. The North Shore Neighbourhood House is the new home
of the program and groups will now be offered for youth at both the NSNH in North Vancouver and the Ambleside Youth Centre in West
Vancouver. The program serves youth ages 13-19 who are grieving the loss of a family member. All services are provided at no cost. Group
sessions are held twice a month throughout the school year and are facilitated by trained bereavement counsellors. If you have any questions,
please

!

TCF Annual Retreat at Seabeck, WA
June 2-4, 2017
at the scenic and historic Seabeck Conference Center on Hood Canal.

The Road to Hope and Healing ...
A Journey Shared
Retreat Cost:
$230.00 per person (shared room)
2 nights lodging & 6 meals
(Friday supper through Sunday lunch)

Check-in begins Friday afternoon at 4:00pm
Orientation meeting at 6:00pm for first-time attendees
Friday evening supper at 6:30pm

Workshops Candle Lighting Ceremony Sharing Groups
Reflection Room Children’s Memorial Garden Burden Basket
Bring a Photo of Your Child to put on the Picture Board or in our Photo Album

Registration Due by: May 1, 2017
(After May 1st we’ll accept registrations until spaces are filled.)
Space is limited.

For more information:
Seattle King County TCF Chapter: 206-241-1139
Marge Tomlinson: tcfmarge@aol.com
******************
Registration forms also available from
Cathy Sosnowsky or Leslie Gibbons
TCF North Shore
604-913-9215

